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The intrinsic temporal properties of alpha and beta retinal
ganglion cells are equivalent
David W. Robinson and Leo M. Chalupa
Background: Mammalian retinal ganglion cells have been traditionally classified
on the basis of morphological and functional criteria, but as yet little is known
about the intrinsic membrane properties of these neurons. This study has
investigated these properties by making patch-clamp recordings from
morphologically identified ganglion cells in the intact retina.
Results: The whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique was used
to assess the temporal tuning characteristics of alpha and beta cells, the two
most extensively studied ganglion cell classes. Fourier analysis was used to
examine discharge patterns in response to sinusoidal currents of different
frequencies (1–50 Hz). With few exceptions, neurons responded in a
stereotypic fashion to changes in temporal modulation, with their output initially
increasing and then decreasing as a function of stimulus frequency. Moreover,
peak responses in both cell classes were obtained at equivalent temporal
frequencies. At high stimulus rates, response probability decreased, but the
spikes remained phase-locked to the stimulus cycle, thereby enabling
populations of cells to convey temporal information. A small number of ganglion
cells did not show an appreciable decrease in output as a function of stimulus
frequency, but these cells were not confined to either ganglion cell class.
Conclusions: These findings provide the first evidence that the intrinsic
temporal properties of alpha and beta cells are alike. Furthermore, the
responses obtained to direct current injections were strikingly similar to those
described previously with temporally modulated visual stimuli, suggesting that
intrinsic membrane properties may shape the visual responses of alpha and
beta cells to a larger degree than has been commonly assumed.
Background
All information received at the retina is conveyed to the
visual centers of the brain by the discharge patterns of
retinal ganglion cells. Since the first published report
describing extracellular recordings from cat ganglion cells
[1], a voluminous literature has documented the relation-
ship between the response properties and the  salient mor-
phological features of these neurons [2–5]. Consequently, it
is now well accepted that structurally distinct classes of gan-
glion cells are specialized to process selective aspects of the
visual world [4,6–10]. Retinal ganglion cells of the cat, for
example, have been grouped into three broad functional
classes, X, Y and W, which are thought to be equivalent to
the morphologically defined beta, alpha and gamma cells,
respectively [6,11–13]. The functional properties of X and Y
cells have been particularly well documented, and distinct
differences in the linearity of spatial summation, axon con-
duction velocities and receptive field sizes have been
reported between these two classes [6,7,14–18].
It is commonly assumed that the different functional
properties of each of the retinal ganglion cell classes
reflect the diverse synaptic circuitry of the retina [19].
Recent voltage-clamp recordings from ganglion cells dis-
sociated from the cat retina have provided a different per-
spective, however [20–23]. These studies have revealed
an unexpected degree of heterogeneity in the types of
voltage-gated conductance exhibited by isolated neurons,
suggesting that some of the response properties of retinal
ganglion cells to visual stimulation may be determined by
the intrinsic membrane properties of individual neurons.
A major limitation of such recordings from isolated cells is
that the dissociation procedure results in a loss of dendritic
processes, which are essential for the unequivocal defini-
tion of cell class.
In this study, whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were
made from the intact cat retina. This has permitted us to
assess the intrinsic temporal properties of alpha and beta
cells identified specifically by intracellular labeling with
Lucifer yellow. To allow for direct comparisons with pre-
vious electrophysiological and psychophysical studies,
sinusoidal current injections were used in an attempt to
mimic the synaptic activity that results when the retina is
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illuminated by temporally modulated sinusoidal gratings.
Through this approach, we assessed the intrinsic mem-
brane properties of morphologically identified cat retinal
ganglion cells and found that, in terms of temporal proper-
ties, alpha and beta ganglion cells show virtually indistin-
guishable tuning characteristics.
Results
This report is based on 36 morphologically identified cells
for which full temporal tuning curves or linearity relation-
ships were obtained. These neurons had a resting mem-
brane potential of –53.8 ± 5.1 mV (mean ± S.D., n = 36)
and each one exhibited spontaneous spiking activity.
Figure 1 shows confocal reconstructions of beta and alpha
cells filled with Lucifer yellow, illustrating the distinctive
Figure 1
Reconstructions of the morphology of retinal ganglion cells used in
these recordings revealed by Lucifer-yellow filling: (a) beta ganglion
cell; (b) alpha ganglion cell. During recording, Lucifer yellow diffused
into the cell so that, by the end of the experiment, the cell soma and
the dendritic arborizations were filled. In a few cases, further filling was
required and this was achieved by applying a hyperpolarizing current to
the electrode for about 5 min.
Figure 2
Linearity of the retinal ganglion cell response to sinusoidal current
stimulation. (a) The responses of a beta retinal ganglion cell to a 1 Hz
stimulus at four different magnitudes (from the top panel downwards,
70, 100, 120 and 160 pA) are shown. The graph in (b) shows that the
responses of four alpha (open symbols) and five beta (filled symbols)
cells were linear at 1 Hz (squares), 5 Hz (circles) and 7 Hz (triangles).
The normalized response amplitude against the normalized stimulus
magnitude is plotted. The response amplitude was obtained by taking
an FFT of a pooled histogram (10 trials), and normalizing the amplitude
at the stimulus frequency to that obtained in response to the highest
stimulus magnitude.
morphologies of these neurons. Beta cells could be readily
identified by their relatively small somas and bushy
compact dendrites, whereas alpha cells were distinguish-
able on the basis of their large somal sizes and extensive
dendritic trees [24]. 
The relationship between stimulus magnitude and retinal
ganglion cell responses
Before assessing the temporal properties of retinal ganglion
cells, it was necessary to establish the range of membrane
potentials over which responses to sinusoidal current injec-
tions of different magnitudes varied in a linear manner.
Tuning curves obtained within this range would thus be
comparable, irrespective of variations in stimulus magni-
tude, allowing for the pooling of data across neurons. Figure
2a shows the typical responses of a beta retinal ganglion cell
to 1 Hz at four stimulus amplitudes ranging from 70 pA to
160 pA. The spikes occurred only on the depolarizing phase
of the sinusoid, and the number of spikes increased as a
function of stimulus magnitude. Responses were quantified
by noting the amplitude obtained from a fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) of the stylized spike train at each stimulus fre-
quency. The relationship between response amplitude and
stimulus magnitude (both normalized) for five beta and four
alpha cells at different stimulus frequencies is plotted in
Figure 2b. Note that the responses of both alpha and beta
cells were linear over a wide range of stimulus magnitudes
and that there were no appreciable differences between the
two cell types. 
Temporal tuning characteristics of alpha and beta cells
Two protocols were used to assess the intrinsic temporal
response characteristics of ganglion cells. One method
involved adjusting the magnitude of the stimulus to main-
tain a constant depth of modulation in membrane poten-
tial at all stimulus frequencies; this compensated for the
filtering imposed by the membrane resistance and capaci-
tance. To examine the effect of the passive resistance and
capacitance properties of the membrane on the tuning
characteristics of the ganglion cells, recordings were also
made whilst keeping the stimulus amplitude constant
across all frequencies. In all cases, the stimulus magni-
tudes used were within the linear operating range and
yielded robust responses at 1 Hz.
Figure 3a shows the responses of a beta retinal ganglion
cell to increasing frequencies at a constant stimulus mag-
nitude. Note the decrease in the size of the underlying
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Figure 3
Responses of retinal ganglion cells to sinusoidal current injections of
fixed magnitude. The responses of the same beta retinal ganglion cell
to the indicated frequencies are shown (a) when the stimulus
magnitude was kept constant and (b) when it was adjusted to maintain
a constant modulation in the membrane potential. (c) The tuning
curves obtained from these two stimulus paradigms in (a,b). Each point
is the average power obtained from an FFT of the stylized spike train
output of 10 trials at each frequency normalized to the average power
obtained at the peak of the tuning curve. The filled symbols represent
data recorded when the stimulus magnitude was kept constant and the
open symbols represent data recorded when the stimulus magnitude
was adjusted.
membrane potential oscillations at higher frequencies
when the stimulus magnitude was fixed. Figure 3b shows
the responses of the same cell when stimulus magnitude
was adjusted to maintain a constant depth of modulation
in the membrane potential. Irrespective of the protocol
used, the number of spikes elicited first increased and
then decreased as a function of stimulus frequency. This
is shown quantitatively in Figure 3c, where the normal-
ized power, obtained from an FFT of the stylized spike
train, is plotted against stimulus frequency. Temporal
properties were obtained using both protocols in three
neurons, and in all cases, the tuning curve shifted to the
left in the case of a constant amplitude (Fig. 3c) so that
peak firing occurred at lower frequencies if the amplitude
was constant (from 10 to 5 Hz in beta and from 10 to 7 Hz
in alpha cells). Below, we describe such tuning functions
in a larger sample of cells, tested with either one or the
other protocol.
Tuning functions were obtained in 30 cells (23 beta and 7
alpha) while compensating for the signal filtering imposed
by the passive membrane properties. Figure 4 illustrates
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Figure 4
Responses of retinal ganglion cells to
sinusoidal current injections adjusted to
maintain a constant amplitude of membrane
potential modulation. Representative raw data
and raster plots are shown that were obtained
from (a) a beta and (b) an alpha cell in
response to sinusoidally modulated current
injections at the frequencies indicated on the
right. The magnitude of the stimulus was
adjusted at each frequency to ensure that the
depth of modulation and the mean membrane
potential remained constant across all
frequencies.
the characteristic response patterns observed in a beta and
an alpha cell to sinusoidal currents of varying frequencies
(1–50 Hz). A representative trace of the raw data and a cor-
responding raster plot are plotted at each frequency,
showing the response of the neuron over 10 trials, each
lasting for 2 seconds. Note that for sinusoidal currents
below 10 Hz both cells discharged at least one spike per
stimulus cycle, whereas at higher rates of modulation
there was a progressive inability to follow each cycle of the
stimulus. 
Figure 5 shows tuning curves obtained using this method
for 11 representative beta and 5 representative alpha cells.
Each point on the curve corresponds to the power at the
stimulus frequency obtained from an FFT of 10 pooled
stylized spike trains, normalized to the power obtained at
the peak of the tuning curve. Although there was variability
within the sample of neurons studied, the peak response
frequency was similar between alpha and beta cells. For
beta cells, the peak of the tuning curve occurred at an
average value of 10.5 Hz, and, at this stimulus frequency,
the magnitude of the power was 3.6 ± 2.0 times greater
than that at 1 Hz. The comparable values for alpha cells
were 12 Hz and 4.8 ± 2.9, respectively. Furthermore, the
frequency at which peak firing occurred and the magnitude
of the enhancement effect did not differ between cells situ-
ated in the central (eight beta and three alpha) and those in
peripheral (nine beta and two alpha) regions of the retina. 
In nine neurons (five beta and four alpha) tuning functions
were obtained when the passive components of the mem-
brane were not compensated, resulting in an attenuation of
membrane-potential modulation at higher frequencies (see
Fig. 3). In every cell examined in this manner, a qualita-
tively similar relationship to that described above was
observed between spike output and stimulus rate. For the
sample of beta cells, the peak of the tuning curve occurred
at 6 Hz, and at this frequency the magnitude of the
response was 3.7 ± 2.3 times greater than at 1 Hz. For alpha
cells, these values were 6.8 Hz and 3.3 ± 1.2 times greater,
respectively. 
Our recordings also revealed a few cells (four beta and
three alpha) which were not characterized by the temporal
tuning properties described above. These atypical cells
showed a progressive increase in spike rate as a function of
stimulus frequency up to around 10 Hz with no apprecia-
ble decrease in responsivity even at 50 Hz. These neurons
could not be distinguished from the overall sample on the
basis of their morphological features and retinal location. 
Phase-locking of retinal ganglion cell responses
As noted above, the responses of both beta and alpha cells
at frequencies above 10 Hz were characterized by an
inability to produce at least one spike per stimulus cycle
(Figs. 3,4). This inability to follow higher stimulus fre-
quencies was quantified for the total sample of alpha and
beta cells exhibiting typical tuning functions (Fig. 6).
Although the probability of producing a spike was much
reduced at higher frequencies, each spike was always
tightly phase-locked to the signal. This phase-locked
activity was typical of both classes of retinal ganglion cells,
although the position of the spike varied from cell to cell.
Figure 7 shows period histograms for a beta and an alpha
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Figure 5
Relationship between retinal ganglion cell
response and stimulus frequency using a
constant depth of modulation protocol. The
relationship between normalized power and
stimulus frequency is shown for (a) 11
representative beta and (b) 5 representative
alpha retinal ganglion cells. The average
power at each stimulus frequency is plotted,
obtained from an FFT of the pooled histogram
of 10 trials, and normalized to the average
power obtained at the peak of each tuning
curve. The normalization was conducted so
that the general shape of the tuning curves
could be compared across the total sample of
cells.
cell denoting the probability of a spike being elicited as a
function of the position within the stimulus cycle. As can
be seen, the spikes occurred at all frequencies within a
narrow phase of the stimulus cycle. Normalizing these dis-
tributions, by dividing the S.D. at each stimulus frequency
by the cycle period, revealed that the degree of scatter was
relatively constant. It can also be seen that the spike dis-
tributions shifted away from the start of each stimulus
cycle as the stimulus frequency was increased.
To further characterize this phase-locking behavior, vector
strength analysis was conducted [25,26]. In this analysis,
the position of each spike is plotted on polar coordinates
with a magnitude of 1, and the mean vector magnitude
(vector strength) is determined and normalized to the
number of spikes (normalized vector strength). If all the
spikes occur at a particular position within the stimulus
cycle, then the normalized vector strength would be near
to 1; however, if the spikes are not phase-locked to the
stimulus, the normalized vector strength would be close to
zero. The mean normalized vector strengths at 1, 5, 10 and
30 Hz were 0.98, 0.94, 0.94 and 0.88 in the sample of beta
cells (n = 5) and 0.98, 0.92, 0.89, and 0.74 in the sample of
alpha cells (n = 5). 
Discussion
We have used the whole-cell configuration of the patch-
clamp technique to document the intrinsic spiking proper-
ties of alpha and beta ganglion cells in response to
temporally modulated currents. This approach has provided
the first assessment of intrinsic temporal properties of mor-
phologically identified ganglion cells in the mammalian
retina. The findings indicate that membrane properties
underlying the temporal response characteristics of alpha
and beta cells are equivalent in these cell types. Moreover,
the results suggest that both the temporal tuning and the
cut-off frequencies that are observed in response to visual
stimuli may be attributable to the membrane properties of
these ganglion cells.
Two stimulus paradigms were used to assess the intrinsic
temporal properties of alpha and beta cells. The first
method examined the temporal frequency characteristics
of the spike-generating mechanism over a fixed range of
membrane potentials; this was achieved by adjusting the
magnitude of the stimulus to maintain a constant modula-
tion in the membrane potential across all frequencies. The
second approach examined the combined temporal tuning
characteristics of the spike-generating mechanism and the
passive properties of the cell membrane by maintaining a
constant stimulus magnitude at all frequencies. With either
of these stimulus paradigms, the majority of alpha and beta
cells responded to sinusoidal current injections in a stereo-
typic manner. As stimulus frequency was increased, there
was an increase in spike discharge rate followed by a
decrease in responsivity at the higher stimulus frequencies;
and as might be expected, with a constant modulation in
the membrane potential, the peak of the tuning curve
occurred at a higher frequency than when the stimulus
magnitude remained fixed (10 Hz compared with 7 Hz). 
The majority of the alpha and beta cells studied exhibited
tuning curves resembling the modulation-sensitivity
curves obtained by extracellular recordings from cat retinal
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Figure 6
Probability of spike generation. The graphs
show the mean probability of at least one
spike occurring with each stimulus cycle as a
function of the stimulus frequency for the total
sample of (a) beta and (b) alpha retinal
ganglion cells. The means ± S.D. are shown.
ganglion cells [14,18,27]. This suggests that the intrinsic
membrane properties of these neurons may set the limit-
ing bandpass for retinal output. Furthermore, although it
has been commonly held that X and Y cells differ in
response to temporally modulated light stimuli [6,11–13],
this is not found to be the case when these neurons are
stimulated at their respective optimal spatial frequencies
[4]. Our results reveal that such equivalence in temporal
tuning of Y/alpha and X/beta cells reflects the intrinsic
membrane properties of these neurons, rather than differ-
ences in retinal circuitry. 
Although the temporal tuning functions described in this
study appear qualitatively similar to those obtained with
visual stimuli [14,18,27], it is important to emphasize that
the depolarizations resulting from sinusoidal current injec-
tions cannot be considered to be equivalent to the synaptic
input derived from temporally modulated visual stimula-
tion. The processing of visual input by photoreceptors and
retinal interneurons undoubtedly provides a much less syn-
chronous synaptic drive to ganglion cells than the current
injections that we employed. Moreover, as discussed above,
it is well known that varying the spatial properties of tem-
porally modulated stimuli markedly influences the firing
rates and the bandpass characteristics of X and Y cells
[5,14,18,27,28]. Our results imply that such variations in the
temporal responses of X and Y cells, at high and low spatial
frequencies (for example, [29]), reflect differences in synap-
tic inputs to these neurons. 
A small proportion of cells responded in an atypical
fashion to changes in stimulus frequency. These neurons
could not be distinguished from the majority of the cells
on the basis of their resting potential, spontaneous activity
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Figure 7
Relationship between the probability of spike
generation and the position at which the spike
occurred within the stimulus cycle.
Histograms depicting the interval between a
fixed point in each stimulus cycle and the
position the spike occurred are shown for (a)
a beta and (b) an alpha cell. The ordinate of
each histogram represents the number of
spikes occurring at each time interval
normalized to the total number of cycles
presented at each frequency. All spikes
occurring during the test period are plotted.
For the beta cell in (a), the means and S.D. of
the populations are (in radians) 1.1 ± 0.2
(n = 406), 1.8 ± 0.6 (n = 118), 2.3 ± 0.5
(n = 90) and 2.6 ± 0.5 (n = 33) at 10, 20, 30
and 50 Hz, respectively. The means at 7, 10,
20 and 50 Hz for the alpha cell plotted in (b)
are (in radians): 0.95 ± 0.4 (n = 135);
1.3 ± 0.8 (n = 149); 2.4 ± 0.8 (n = 124);
3.0 ± 0.7 (n = 78), respectively. Normalizing
the S.D. of the distribution at each frequency
to the cycle length gives values of 0.04, 0.09,
0.08 and 0.08 for the beta cell and 0.06,
0.13, 0.13 and 0.11 for the alpha cell.
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levels, morphological properties or retinal locus. This
implies the presence of functional subclasses of retinal
ganglion cells that are not defined by the traditional classi-
fication system based on alpha/Y and beta/X criteria. Inter-
estingly, heterogeneity amongst alpha cells has also been
suggested on the basis of somatostatin immunoreactivity
[30]. It would be of interest to determine the relationship
between the retinal distribution pattern of the atypical
cells identified in this study and the mosaic patterns that
characterize ‘on’ and ‘off’ alpha and beta cells in the cat
retina [31]. Unfortunately, the patch-clamp approach is
not suitable for resolving this issue because such record-
ings can only be made from a small number of cells in a
given retina. Thus, it remains to be established how the
apparent diversity noted here within traditionally defined
alpha- and beta-cell classes relates to the manner in which
these neurons process and convey visual information.
Conclusions
The present study provides the first whole-cell patch-
clamp analysis of morphologically identified ganglion cell
classes in the intact retina. The results indicate that the
intrinsic temporal characteristics of alpha and beta gan-
glion cells are equivalent. Moreover, the tuning functions
obtained in response to sinusoidal current injections bear a
remarkable resemblance to those described in previous
studies using temporally modulated light stimuli. We con-
clude that the responses of retinal ganglion cells to such
stimuli may be largely attributable to the intrinsic mem-
brane properties of these neurons. 
Materials and methods
All surgical procedures were carried out in compliance with National
Institute of Health guidelines, and in accordance with protocols
approved by the campus animal use committee. Following deep anes-
thesia of postnatal cats (aged between P24 and P40) with barbiturate,
the eyes were removed and placed in oxygenated essential minimum
Eagle’s medium (EMEM; HEPES modification) at 25°C. Retinas of this
age were used because, unlike those obtained from mature animals, the
postnatal tissue remained healthy and viable for up to 18 h after isola-
tion; this was indicated by the stability of recordings, including normal
resting membrane potentials, throughout the duration of the experiment.
After enucleation, the retinas were carefully peeled from the eyecup and
stored at room temperature in EMEM, continuously bubbled with
oxygen. A small piece of retina was placed with the ganglion cell layer
uppermost in the recording chamber and stabilized with an overlying
piece of filter paper. A 2 mm hole in the filter paper provided access for
the recording electrode. Cells were visualized through this opening with
a 400× objective mounted on a fixed-stage upright epifluorescence
microscope (Nikon) equipped with a mercury vapor lamp.
The retina was bathed in the chamber with EMEM, heated with a peltier
device, and continuously bubbled with 95% oxygen and 5% carbon
dioxide. A calibrated thermocouple monitored the temperature in the
recording chamber which was maintained at 35°C. Patch electrodes
were filled with a solution containing 140 mM KCl; 10 mM HEPES;
0.5 mM EGTA; 50 mg ml–1 Nystatin; 200 mg ml–1 Pluronic; 2% Lucifer
yellow; pH 7.4. During recordings, Lucifer yellow diffused into the cell,
so that, by the end of the experiment, the soma and the dendritic
arborizations were usually labeled. In some cases, complete filling
required additional application of a 200 mV hyperpolarizing potential
for about 5 min. Once adequate filling had been achieved, the retina
was removed and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 6–8 h at 4°C. The
retina, with the filter paper still attached, was then mounted on a slide,
and labeled cells were subsequently viewed with a BioRad MRC-600
confocal microscope and serially reconstructed using a computerized
imaging system. All cells were unequivocally identified as retinal gan-
glion cells by the presence of an axon and by the characteristic somal
and dendritic morphologies of alpha and beta cells that have been doc-
umented in previous studies [24].
The whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique [31] was
used to record membrane potentials as well as the responses of retinal
ganglion cells to injected currents. Nystatin was incorporated into the
recording electrode because it was found to facilitate the attainment of
the whole-cell mode and provided longer and more stable recordings
than those obtained using more conventional methods. Patch pipettes
with a tip resistance of 7–12 MΩ were pulled from thick-walled 1.5 mm-
OD borosilicate glass on a Sutter puller (P-87). Current-clamp record-
ings were made with an Axopatch 1-D patch-clamp amplifier. The data
were low-pass filtered at rates between 1–2 KHz and digitized at rates
between 2.5–4 KHz before storage on an IBM computer for subsequent
off-line analysis. Temporally modulated sinusoidal currents were gener-
ated by a Beckman signal generator triggered by the acquisition soft-
ware so as to ensure that each trial period contained the same number
of cycles of the same phase at each frequency. The amplitude of the
stimulus was adjusted at each frequency to ensure that the membrane
potential oscillated 10 mV around its resting value. In order to obtain
two complete cycles at 1 Hz, each trial lasted for 2 sec.
Recordings were obtained by patching onto cells with clear, non-granular
cytoplasm, and with somas larger than 15 mm in diameter. Immediately
after the whole-cell configuration was attained, the resting membrane
potential was noted from the amplifier. The value of the resting potential
was monitored regularly throughout the recording, and if significant
changes were observed, recordings were terminated. Furthermore, all
the retinal ganglion cells analyzed in this study expressed normal spike
durations, waveforms and amplitudes. Significant changes in any of these
characteristics resulted in termination of the recording. 
The input resistance of each cell was calculated using Ohm’s Law from
the voltage response to a small hyperpolarizing current pulse (–20 pA)
from the resting membrane potential. The input resistances of alpha
(n = 10) and beta (n = 15) cells were not significantly different (t-test;
p > 0.05) and had values typically ranging from 70–600 MΩ. Further-
more, the membrane time constant was estimated by fitting a single
exponential to the voltage transient induced by a 10 pA depolarizing
pulse from –70 mV. The membrane time constants obtained in this
manner were not significantly different (t-test; p > 0.05) between alpha
(34.2 ± 11 msec; n = 9) and beta (22.5 ± 10.7 msec; n = 10) retinal
ganglion cells. The similarity in input resistances and time constants
between alpha and beta cells may seem surprising in light of the fact
that the membrane area of Y cells is reportedly five times greater than X
cells [32]. The neurons used in this calculation, however, were pooled
across the whole retina, without regard for eccentricity, and no account
was made for differences due to anatomical differences. When a
smaller sample of neurons from the central retina (within approximately
5 mm of area centralis) were analyzed, the mean input resistance for
alpha and beta cells was 126.9 ± 57 MΩ (n = 5) and 353.7 ± 141 MΩ
(n = 7), respectively. In these neurons, the mean soma size of the alpha
cells (37.5 ± 5 mm) was larger than for the beta cells (26.2 ± 4 mm).
Although this sample of centrally located neurons was limited, our
results are in agreement with the expected relationship between cell
size and input resistance [32].
Throughout this study, Fourier analysis was used to quantify the
responses of retinal ganglion cells at each stimulation frequency and
the methods used are described here. First, stylized spike trains were
constructed using the same number of data points and acquisition rate
that were used to acquire the raw data. Each stylized trace consisted
of ones and zeros to signify when spikes did and did not occur. The
stylized trains from 10 trials at each stimulation frequency were then
pooled and an FFT was taken. The amplitude (or power) obtained from
the FFT at the particular stimulation frequency was then normalized to
the number of trials in the pooled histogram. 
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